
How To Connect To Higher Guidance 
12 important steps to a strong connection with Source 

Connecting with guidance is absolutely natural and necessary to fully engage in 
our lives. Babies and young children use their links to higher awareness as they 
learn how to navigate the 3D worldview. Their innate knowing guides them in 
making sense out of the physical plane, while remaining centered in the heart. As 
most young people become more grounded in the mundane realm, they tend to 
disregard the subtleties of their connection with guidance as their focus on the 
material world grows. Through socialization, education and expectations, those 
sensibilities diminish. Many people often spend years and numerous practices to 
regain and trust what had been an intrinsic part of them. 

Throughout years of connecting with guidance, we have learned that much 
knowledge is available, however, each individual must go through important 
steps to assure they develop an accurate and meaningful connection. These are 
the principle steps we have relied on for many years.

1. Setting the proper conditions that the information given be for the 
highest good and in service to all.

is up to each individual to develop their perspective, interests, ethics and 

led down undesirable rabbit holes. Always look at what the intent is in the 
connection with guidance and determine if the outcome you choose is for 
greater love, compassion and unity. This is a time to move out of fear-

service to all.  By cultivating this understanding and the appropriate 

are given, since your goal is one with Unity’s expression.  You will also 
discover that your happiness and feeling of being served comes from the 
initial focus of serving others, as you discover that you are part of the All.     

2. Calling on appropriate forces of light and spiritual masters for support 
and guidance.

path. Spiritual masters are available to serve as we demonstrate the 
honest intention of connecting with them and using the information in 
appropriate ways. Consider that you are developing a long lasting 
relationship that will grow as you develop. Like choosing a good mentor, 
this is similar, you are just not working with a physical representative. This 

misinformation by setting the conditions and creating the rituals that allow 
only beings of Light to interact with you.  Surround yourself with the Light 
and Love of the Masters and accept nothing less than the highest Truth. 
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3.

Be aware that information must be honed to attract a good answer. There 

You will gain great clarity by investigating the depth of what you want to 

words, rather than what you don’t want. Avoid using the word ‘should’. 
Asking ‘whether you should go somewhere, meet someone, eat 
something, etc.’ will not result in good feedback, since spirit doesn’t really 

steps that will serve you best for your health or particular outcomes that 
are for your highest good. Your soul development and realignment is the 
higher purpose. Need is another word that often gets us in trouble as 
most things in this world are not needed, however they might serve our 
growth and well-being, so ask from that understanding.

4. Giving the outcome over to God or the highest aspect of being without 
expectation or judgment.

Judgments and expectations generally create separation and diminish the 
connection to higher self. Place yourself in a position to accept what is for 
the highest good, rather than attempting to persuade spirit to do what you 
want. Be open to the higher purpose and wisdom you can gain that may 
look different than what you may have expected. Have the fresh eyes and 
ears of a young child and you will be surprised and excited about what 
you might learn. New information helps us grow beyond our old 
understandings and concepts. 

5. Avoiding aspects of ego, misuse or personal gain.

The ego / personality often wants to control the game. The process of 
spiritual evolution leads you to go beyond these limited desires and 
develop on your soul path. Trying to work with guidance to determine 
which stocks to buy or wanting to know what horse to bet on, may not be 

desires for personal gain rely on scarcity beliefs and are a contradiction to 
universal law. Universe offers total abundance and you can allow yourself 

positive experience, again the important perspective is balance to All and 
not just service to self.  None of us is separate or more important than 
another so it is important to avoid the feeling that one person has the 
clearest or most exalted message. 
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6.

Each individual is granted free will and it is essential that we respect this 

ourselves overstepping this boundary. No one knows what is for the 
highest good of another, since we are not privy to the soul’s evolutionary 

you haven’t received permission to interact with them directly, choose to 
 

Learn to focus on your personal work that could potentially improve 
situations for others as well. 

7. All information is a relative truth that is appropriate for those involved. 

We are all on an evolutionary path here to learn in the spirit of love, light 

step prepares us for the next. Trust that the ‘ultimate truth’ is a false 
concept from our 3rd

attain greater clarity, openness and acceptance of the knowledge and 

us in the right direction and shouldn’t be confused with the destination.

8.
separation and fear. 

people to trust their inner voice and intuition, is they doubt their 
connection to higher intelligence. Traumatic experiences and doubt create 
an enormous schism between the physical and spiritual worlds. Many 
religions have developed huge followings based on espousing fear and 
beliefs of separation. Evolving humans don’t need to be controlled or 
manipulated. As we learn to respect ourselves and each other, our 
consciousness will raise to an understanding that we are all one.

9.
and wrong.

Trust and proceed with guidance that is in alignment with your ethics.
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the guidance or steps you are considering. Trust what you know in your 
heart.

10.

This is essentially an opportunity to raise your consciousness and 
become aware of things that may not have been previously accessible. 
Developing an enhanced relationship with guidance and being on the soul 
path is extraordinarily meaningful and offers insights, joy and purpose that 
is often missing in a pure worldly existence. Your service to to All is the 
work and that includes your growth and well-being.

11.

the macro world. Walk your talk. Your choices and actions will show 

inconsistencies, recognize the work that can be done.

12. Practice

Life is a path, not a destination. Everything is practice as awareness 
brings mastery in action. Become the spiritual warrior, ready for the next 

become easier as you cultivate your internal connection to Source, which 
offers you an endless supply of joy, strength and optimism to re-context 
your outer life in a loving perspective. 
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